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Materials & Skills
Here at OB we hand select all our 
skins, our inherent knowledge and 
longstanding within this specialist 
industry helps OB to resource the 
finest skins globally, we check the 
provenance of skins from each region  
to ensure the perfect character, quality 
and suitability, together with the eco 
and ethical foot-print, all our skins are 
100% a sustainable bi-product of the 
food industry.

We have a full in-house service available  
with devoted designers, pattern cutting  
and resourcing facilities. 

The selected shearlings are then hand 

matched, cut and machine sewn, and 

individually hand finished by our very 

skilled team of passionate West Country 

based craftspeople.

Worldwide
OB have been supplying major 

international marketplaces for over  

50 years; providing both our own designs  

as well as working in both co-branding 

and own label with some of the world’s 

leading designers and retailers. 

We have a portfolio of global market 

leaders that will vouch for our 

longstanding friendly efficient service, 

knowledge and value for money.

Reflecting on the past 70 years 

it is interesting to see how far Owen Barry have come.  
Five generations of the Barry family have been involved  
in the sheepskin industry, originally leather tanners then  
glove manufacturers the OB range of shearling and leather  
products has expanded and diversified over the years.

We hope this outerwear & accessories look book will give  
you a flavour of our capabilities, still today each item is 
lovingly produced in our own British workshop.
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ORLA LONG
Stunning reversible cocoon coat, easy elegant  

light weight fit, closing to neck with handsewn snaps,  
neat collar and revers, clean raw edge finish.

A spectrum of styles, from classic tailoring to exciting contemporary, 
this collection showcases the OB portfolio of skills and skins;   
with reversible pieces, and hand finished detailing, offering easy  
fit and elegant sophistication to complement every outfit.

REV
ERSIBLE STYLE

Womenswear C o l l e c t i o n
WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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DUFFLE
A classic re-invented, raw edge, jute & real horn  

toggle fasten, oversized patch pockets and topped  
with a luxurious Toscana trimmed hood.

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

AUBREY
The perfect easy fit everyday jacket with  

traditional features such as leather football buttons  
and tailored button holes, finished with detail stitch 

leather edging, an ageless piece.

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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LOTTIE
Shown here in Super Silky Napalan, a reversible fur  
sewn three quarter length turned edge coat with  

extra-large Toscana trimmed hood, tailored button holes 
complement natural real horn buttons.

REV
ERSIBLE STYLE

www.owenbarrytrade.com    |   +44 (0)1458 442858

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

MELINDA
Flattering slimline mid-length coat, featuring  

centre back vent for easy movement. Clean raw edge,  
button to neck closure, generous hood and deep warm  

pockets make this a very versatile classic.

TEGAN
Contemporary Bestseller – reversible, relaxed 

cocoon fit, zipper closure, collarless with detail 
leather binding. Versatility is Tegan’s basis  

for her popularity with all age ranges. 

REV
ERSIBLE STYLE

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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ELVIRA
Sharp sophisticated collarless 
cut, this statement piece has  
a wide frame turned edge,  
fully reversible with concealed 
handsewn snap fastening.

REV
ERSIBLE STYLE

SIENNA
Versatile modern piece with reversed  

shearling sleeves. Clean collarless cut and handsewn  
snap fastenings, smart & practical leather edge finish. 

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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ORLA
Bestselling jacket, this ageless super lightweight piece  
is a firm favourite in any wardrobe – understated but 
supremely elegant. Reversible, handsewn snap close, 

contemporary raw edge married with classic versatility.

REV
ERSIBLE STYLE

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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SOMERSET
This 3 colour multi textured 
coat, trimmed with Toscana 
collar and cuffs brings classic 
slightly A-Line styling bang up 
to date – an elegant piece that 
is guaranteed to turn heads.

MAYA
Citing vintage aviator styling this 
on trend zipper jacket with zip 
pockets and buckle straps, nods  
to classic pieces but uses modern 
fit and flexible tactile skins, 
practical and super easy to wear.

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

ATHEA
Featuring a textured or Toscana 
front, with short wool back, 
Athea has a very flattering cut. 
Reversible with no fastening, 
neat stand-up collar, raw edge 
and pull thru side seam pockets.

REV
ERSIBLE STYLE

DINA
Slightly fitted gilet with single button & loop 

fastening, wool thru seams and large luxurious 
shawl collar, ideal for any occasion whether 

formal or casual.

TALIA
Bestselling reversible full Toscana gilet, straight 

cut, very easy to wear, raw edge with neat stand up 
collar, no pockets, no fastening, super clean finish 

makes Talia the discerning choice.

WOMENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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CONNOR
Classic turned edge styling, tailored button holes  

and leather football buttons with fastening to neck  
storm loop. Large welted pockets and practical  

inner zip pocket for wallet/smart phone etc.

MENSWEAR COLLECTION

The Owen Barry menswear 
collection showcases a variety  
of classic and contemporary 
designs, we offer an extensive 
array of skins and features that 
ensure all OB pieces are timeless, 
easy to wear and can be utilised 
in formal or casual settings.

MENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

PATRICK
4 patch pockets (2 are double entry) with secure snap close 
flaps give this contemporary fitted jacket real individuality, 
fully tailored finish, plus design features such as contrast 

collar make this shearling jacket seriously stylish.

MENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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BRYCE
Clean cut, contemporary fit bomber jacket with a real 
attention to detail, zip closure front plus zip pockets 
and cuffs, additional design elements on plaquette 

make this a very handsome garment. 

MENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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JAYDEN
The perfect double breasted Pea Coat, featuring 
centre back vent, chest handwarmer pockets and 
deep patch pockets with secure snap close flaps.

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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ABE
A traditional raglan fit means comfort and  

versatility, Abe is a timeless classic design with turned  
edge, real horn buttons and deep welted pockets. 

CEASER
Offering a relaxed look and fit, this straight cut jacket has  

the feature wool out front edge, patch pockets and detail twin stitch, 
real leather football buttons endorse the outdoor rancher feel.

www.owenbarrytrade.com    |   +44 (0)1458 442858

MENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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CARTER
Hooded zipper shown here in silky napalan,  

Carter is a contemporary slimline fit with detail stitched 
raglan sleeve, snap close waistband and cuffs.

Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

AVIATOR
Referencing traditional flying jacket styling, the OB Aviator has the draft proofing  

real leather covered seams and asymmetrical internal windflap, our use of modern fit  
and flexible tactile skins makes our Aviator practical but super comfy to wear. 

MENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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BYRON
Ultra-secure wool out gilet with zipper close front and three zip 

pockets – ideal for outdoors wear, whilst traditional in functionality, 
contrast chest pocket and leather edging give a contemporary twist.   

Also available as a reversible gilet.

PIERCE
This super “cool” shearling 
pullover is so snuggly to wear, 
side seam zip fastened, zip 
pockets, leather bound with 
underarm leather gusset and 
3 handsewn snaps at neck.
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MENSWEAR - OUTERWEAR
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The finishing touches are sometimes the most important.

Owen Barry Shearling Accessories bring a myriad of 
options that offer unbeatable cold weather protection  
and warmth, style, sophistication plus the guarantee of 
100% sustainable eco-friendly natural materials, all  
lovingly handcrafted with our contemporary twist.

Accessories COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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STELLA AGGY

VAIL ANNA

STELLA

MEERA WITH POM

TROOPER McGRATH EARHEART

KENT

AVIATOR

AURORA

ELMER 

KENT

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

JONI 

BEANIE 

DEENE 

HUDSON 

CORBY BUCKET 

RONNIE

BOWERY KIEV

TOQUE 

EMILY

EARMUFFS HEADBAND

HEADBAND

McGRATH & MENS FINGERLESS

UNISEX STYLING
Many of the hat styles shown 
here and on the previous 
page are available in both 
men’s and women’s versions.

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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TOSCANA TUCKER

LEYTON

HARROGATE

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

JENNA

AILSATRINITY

TUCKER

PATCHWORK PULLTHRU’

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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MO1

HORTON

MO2 SOLID

WOMENS FINGERLESS

BROOM

MENS FINGERLESS WOMENS WELTED SIDE VENT

MO2 MULTI

WOMENS RAW EDGE 3 POINT

MENS STAB STITCH HEM

MENS RAW EDGE 3 POINT CHILTERN LOSCOE

SUFFOLK ILIANA

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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Designed and manufactured in Somerset, England, UK

YATE CORBRIDGE

BRIGATE TOTNES

COTHAM STUDLEY

STOGURSEYBAMBI

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
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UK & INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORDERS
To place your order, please call the main office on: +44 (0)1458 442858 

or send an email enquiry to: info@owenbarry.com

PERSONAL ORDERS
If you are not a trade account but wish to purchase an Owen Barry product for 

your personal use, please email us at shop@owenbarry.com where we can advise 
your local stockist and help you directly.  Retail website: www.owenbarry.com

TRADE DESIGN & MANUFACTURING SERVICE
Let us help you create and supply unique or exclusive clothing and  

accessories for your own collection: info@owenbarry.com

NEW STOCKISTS
If you would like to know more about  
our clothing collection or to become  

a stockist, please contact us to arrange 
an appointment with an OB rep, or to 

visit our factory and showroom at:

No. 3, The Tanyard,  
Leigh Road, Street,  

Somerset, BA16 0HD, UK

Tel: + 44 (0)1458 442858 

Email: info@owenbarry.com
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